Industrial Transformation Asia-Pacific

Industrial Transformation ASIA-PACIFIC, a HANNOVER MESSE is the Asia-Pacific’s leading trade event for Industry 4.0! The event brings together an ecosystem of manufacturers, government agencies & businesses ranging from multinational corporations (MNC) to small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to shape and support their transformation initiatives.

Our inspired vision is to create a strategic platform that evolves with the industry and is shaped by leaders and experts in support of their transformative initiatives. It emerged from deep community discussions among players who are keen to discover insights ranging from Industry 4.0, advanced manufacturing and smart supply chain management to R&D, technology transfer and workforce development. The event serves industry sectors such as aerospace, automotive, biomedical sciences, chemicals, consumer goods manufacturing, electronics, marine and offshore, oil and gas, and precision engineering amongst others.

As manufacturers in the Asia-Pacific region begin to understand that their current business models are no longer sustainable, economies and businesses have to embark on their own transformational roadmaps. However, the pace of each journey is different and uneven, with players at varying stages of adoption. The event is thus designed and curated to help companies in Asia-Pacific START, SCALE and SUSTAIN their adoption of Industry 4.0 processes and solutions. To that end, the event’s unique “Learning Journey” approach engages the community based on where they are in their current journey – new entrants, early adopters or trailblazers. The event will be held at Singapore EXPO.

EXHIBITIONS PREVIEW

Taiwan Hardware Show

Taichung International Exhibition Center

THS provides exclusive opportunities for foreign companies to meet Taiwanese manufacturers with unique competencies to manufacture complex hardware. International buyers will experience robust sourcing at THS and can later explore the manufacturing facilities of prospective partners directly in Taichung, the heart of Taiwan’s hardware manufacturing hub. Taiwan’s top hardware OEM, ODM and OBM as well as international brands and suppliers continue to showcase new high-competitive value products to global buyers at the country’s biggest hardware exhibition. THS frontlines Taiwan’s valued capabilities in producing hardware that are top-grade, high-value, competitive prices, diversely customized and rapid demand from worldwide buyers. With proven quality excellence record, international buyers can establish mutually beneficial business relationships with local companies to have their hardware products manufactured in Taiwan.

Industrial Transformation Asia-Pacific

Singapore EXPO

10/17-19, 2019

Taiwan Hardware Show

10/22-24, 2019

THS provides exclusive opportunities for foreign companies to meet Taiwanese manufacturers with unique competencies to manufacture complex hardware. International buyers will experience robust sourcing at THS and can later explore the manufacturing facilities of prospective partners directly in Taichung, the heart of Taiwan’s hardware manufacturing hub. Taiwan’s top hardware OEM, ODM and OBM as well as international brands and suppliers continue to showcase new high-competitive value products to global buyers at the country’s biggest hardware exhibition. THS frontlines Taiwan’s valued capabilities in producing hardware that are top-grade, high-value, competitive prices, diversely customized and rapid demand from worldwide buyers. With proven quality excellence record, international buyers can establish mutually beneficial business relationships with local companies to have their hardware products manufactured in Taiwan.
Fastener Trade Show Suzhou 10/23-25,2019

Suzhou International Expo Center

As one of the most specialized fastener exhibitions in the world and a widely expected fastener event, the 19th Fastener Trade Show Suzhou is dedicated to connecting the upstream and downstream of fastener manufacturing industry. Focusing on end users and building a global fastener trade platform are the highlights of the show.

Suzhou, one of the central cities in Yangtze River Delta, is the most developed and modern cities in Jiangsu Province. In addition, Suzhou enjoys a very convenient transportation, only 80 km away from Shanghai, and less than 200 km away from Jiaxing, Wuxi, Ningbo, Hangzhou and many other fastener manufacturing bases. Therefore, the Suzhou show can not only help visitors easily connect with most of the fastener manufacturers in China, but also provide them with a good chance to visit the fastener factories.

In recent years, the Suzhou show has expanded into two halls, respectively the Fastener Hall and the Equipment Hall, with total exhibition space of 12,000 sqm. The 19th Fastener Trade Show Suzhou will continue strong momentum with expected more than 400 fastener and supporting manufacturers worldwide. Therefore, the show will offer a great opportunity for professional buyers to do one-stop purchasing of fastener products, production equipment and auxiliary products, as well as raw materials.

According to the statistics of previous Suzhou shows, visitors came from 40 countries and regions around the world. It is expected that the 19th Fastener Trade Show Suzhou will attract over 12,000 local and overseas buyers.

Moscow International Tool Expo 11/05-08,2019

Expocentre Fairgrounds

MITEX Moscow provides an excellent platform for all the leading players from the hardware and tools industry to showcase their products with latest innovations under one roof to all the Russia and CIS regional markets.

Since many years MITEX has different sections at the fair like MITEX 3D & Smart, MITEX Barbecue, MITEX Cleaning, MITEX Fastener, MITEX Garden, MITEX Measuring & Testing, MITEX Painting, MITEX Storage & Safety & MITEX Welding.

At the fair you can get an insight into new professional tools and equipment of domestic and foreign manufacturers and compare their offers to choose the best ones.

Finally you can say: MITEX – YOUR TOOL TO GROW INTO NEW MARKETS.
MACTECH NAGOYA | Portmesse Nagoya 04/15-17, 2020

M-Tech Nagoya 2020 is Asia's leading exhibition gathering all kinds of mechanical components and processing technologies. It is held in the middle of Japan's Manufacturing Cluster- Nagoya. Nagoya is also the area with the largest number of factories in Japan. Heavy industries such as aviation, automobile and machine tools are also flourishing here. Many world-famous Japanese enterprise headquarters are also set up here.

You can see many "Made in Japan" precision products and processing technologies at “M-Tech Nagoya” that cannot be seen elsewhere. One eye-witness is better than hundred hearsays! Come and feel the manufacturing industry's forefront.

--- Concurrent shows - Held inside Manufacturing World Nagoya 2020 ---
- 5th Design Engineering & Manufacturing Solutions Expo [DMS Nagoya]
- 4th Factory Facilities & Equipment Expo [FacTex Nagoya]
- 4th Aerospace Technology & Components Expo [AeroTech Nagoya]
- 2nd Advanced 3D Printing Expo
- 1st Industrial AI/IoT Expo[Newly Launching]

MACTECH will be held at the prestigious venue Egypt International Exhibition center during the period 14-17 November 2019; as a distinctive trade happening; where steady stream of consistent amazing arrays of metalworking, CNC machinery industrial tools, welding and cutting equipment are obtainable in a prevailing mood; escalating the industrial community's awareness of trends and tendencies in a market that is poised to be the world's next foremost industrial hub.

Gathering the world's brightest minds in metalworking, CNC machinery industrial tools, welding and cutting equipment; whilst adding new pulse and overwhelming insights to the markets it served; MACTECH acts as the most comprehensive tightly focused trade exhibition serving thousands of Egypt's most vigorous well-off industrialists, representing Millions of Dollars in investment chattels; in search of a stepping-stone towards sourcing the most advanced machinery and equipment.

MACTECH 11/14-17,2019
Egypt International Exhibition Center

For 18 consecutive editions; “MACTECH”; indeed; has shown power to reach, target and attract thousands of qualified trade buyers; structuring the most influential compact trading alliances in industrial markets; the show is targeting 18,000 visitors in 2019.
The Indian industrial fastener market can be segmented into high tensile fasteners and mild steel fasteners. Growing automotive and auto ancillary sector, increasing infrastructure and construction activities, developing heavy engineering industry comprise some of the key factors propelling the industrial fastener market in India.

The market has huge opportunities with an increase in upcoming manufacturing activities in the defense and automotive sectors. Indian industrial fastener market is poised to grow over the coming years along with the steady economic growth of the country.

Over the years, ENGIMACH has been one of the prime contributors to the development of the machine tools industry, that enables its participants and visitors with cutting edge and power house technology that stands for engineering excellence, innovation, quality and reliability. ENGIMACH is not just a trade show but a platform to see, understand and learn where the industry is heading to. The showcase at ENGIMACH shall offer a quintessential launch pad for new ideas, products and services, a conducive environment for forging joint ventures, collaborations and an open marketplace to source ideal solutions with an anticipated 1,00,000 visitors and beneficiaries.

Besides pavilions from Italy, German and Taiwan, SteelFab enjoys support from leading industry associations. SteelFab 2020 will feature a national pavilion from the UK for the second time.

Technical Seminars will be organized along the show on a variety of topics. “We have seen a trend towards automation and integration being of increased interest to the regional audience and this is reflected in the topics presented at the show, added Mr. Saif Al Midfa.

It has been 16 years since the region's steel fabrication and metal working industry changed the way how it did business. It's 16 years ago that SteelFab made its debut! A lot has changed since then, and the event continues to steer the industry through the ups and downs of the economy and the market.

SteelFab has been proving in every edition that there is no match to it when it comes to providing the latest technology and industry know-how for this region. SteelFab 2020 is expected to attract and better equip the visitors.
Exhibition

M-TECH TOKYO 02/26-28,2020
| Makuhari Messe, Japan

Mechanical Components & Materials Technology Expo [M-Tech] is an exhibition gathering all kinds of mechanical parts such as bearings, fasteners, mechanical springs, metal and plastic processing technology. M-Tech attracts a significant number of professionals every year from design, development, manufacturing, production engineering, purchasing and quality control departments, to conduct lively business discussions with exhibitors. 2020 show is expected to bring together 2,300 exhibitors and 80,000 professional visitors!

CHINA GUANGZHOU INTERNATIONAL HARDWARE EXPO 04/13-15,2020
| Pazhou International Sourcing Centre, Guangzhou, China

To promote the huge demand of hardware application market, actively respond to the state's initiative to accelerate the transformation of economic development pattern, help Chinese manufacturing enterprises achieve transformation and upgrade and improve enterprise competitiveness, and preferably meet the peoples’ needs for better life, under the leadership of competent authorities at all levels, Guangzhou Zhongqi Exhibition Co., Ltd, together with industry authorities, will hold the “China Guangzhou International Hardware Expo 2020” (CIHE 2020) in Guangzhou Pazhou International Sourcing Center on April 13th to 15th, 2020. With our geographic advantages, we will help the enterprises expand export channels more efficiently and focus on the huge market with trillions of domestic demands, which will surely bring exports and domestic sales booming. We will provide domestic and foreign Expo participants with an international trade platform for expanding business, exchanging technologies, showing strength, acquiring information, developing relations with customers, promoting new products and seeking business partners, with new ideas. We will provide more cooperation opportunities for the global hardware industry and vigorously promote the Chinese hardware products into the global sourcing system, to coordinate and cooperate with the hardware industry of various countries in the world for mutual benefit, win-win result, common development and progress.


CHINA GUANGZHOU INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO 04/13-15,2020
| Pazhou International Sourcing Centre, Guangzhou, China

To meet the huge market demand of fasteners, Guangzhou Zhongqi Exhibitions Company will cooperate with authoritative institutions of the industry to hold “ The 2nd China Guangzhou International Fastener Expo 2020 ” (CIFE 2020) in Guangzhou Pazhou International Sourcing Center on April 13 to 15, 2020 under the leadership of competent departments at all levels. It will fully take geographic advantages to assist enterprises to expand export channels efficiently on one hand, and focus on huge domestic market with billions of demands on the other hand, thus driving the expansion of export and domestic demand. In addition, we will provide all Chinese and foreign exhibitors with an international trade platform where you can expand business, perform technical exchange, show your strength, obtain information, develop relations with customers, popularize products and seek cooperative partners by virtue of our unique creativity; Moreover, we will also provide more cooperation opportunities for global fastener industry, and effectively promote Chinese fastener products to comprehensively enter global procurement system so as to cooperate with the fastener industry of all countries all over the world, thus achieving all-win result and joint development.

※ Exhibition Categories- Machinery, Fastener Materials, Molds and Consumption Goods; Fastener Manufacturing Machinery; Auxiliary Equipment; Inspection Equipment / Measuring Devices; Installation / Measurement And Maintenance; Molds / Consumption Goods; Fastener Technology / Services; Fasteners; Standard Fasteners; Non- Standard Fasteners; Aerospace Fasteners / Military Fastener; Construction Fasteners; Other Related Fasteners and Parts.
Fastener Expo Shanghai 2020, has been deeply rooted in the industry for 11 years, and has always been developing and expanding with the purpose of being professional, efficient, open and innovative. It can be called the benchmark event in the global fastener industry. The exhibition brings together well-known fastener manufacturers both at home and abroad, and also exhibits fastener supporting equipment, molds, wires and other products, providing a one-stop purchasing platform for fastener industry personnel.

Fastener Expo Shanghai 2020 will dig in fastener end market and expand car and high strength fasteners, construction fastener, industrial machinery and other industries of high-end visitors. It is expected to grow 47% of high-end visitors in 2020. The organizer will use 10 years of experience industry accumulation in exhibition to create one-stop trading platform for fastener high-end buyers.

Exhibition scale - Exhibitors: 800+; Professional visitors: 42,000+; Exhibition area: 50,000 m².

Exhibiting product range: Fastener production equipment, fastener materials, fastener molds and consumables, testing instruments, packaging equipment, other related production technology and equipment, standard fasteners, non-standard fasteners, automobile and high strength fastener exhibition area, construction fastener exhibition area, stamping parts and lathe parts, fastener products of various professional application fields.